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About Pure Network

Pure Network is a leading engineering solutions provider in 
design, manufacturing and project management focusing on the 
latest technologies and innovations.

We support our clients using our extensive knowledge and experience 
every step of the way so that together we can bring the latest innovations 
to the market for a more sustainable and Pure future.
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We actively support the very latest technologies in:

Sustainable Renewable Energy

ScienceSpaceMedical
Electric Vehicles Aerospace

Hydrogen Power Defence & Security

Whichever your design or product needs we can make your idea into reality.

http://purenetworkltd.com
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Design

Every latest innovation starts with an idea, but the greatest ideas start with
solving a problem, however they arise we understand and listen to help you
turn them into reality.

With our decades of experience and knowledge we can support your design team, or
take full ownership and manage the design from beginning to completion on your behalf.
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Let Pure Network make your idea become reality.

2D and 3D CAD drawings part design and product development.

3D scanning to create models for production and reverse engineering.

Protype and R&D development with simulation capability to see your 
products virtually.

CFD Analysis (Computational Fluid Dynamics) for both aerodynamics and 
hydrodynamics.

Composite and mechanical FEA (Finite Element Analysis) including crash 
analysis.

Composite and Metallic materials selection  
to optimise efficiency and sustainability.

Static and dynamic fatigue testing for material  
selection and component structural analysis.

http://purenetworkltd.com


Our ethos is to support the latest innovations, particularly those that are ethical,
promote sustainability and efficiency.

That is why we specialise in the design of light weight composite and metallic structures which
will optimise your product functionality due to the design benefits of being lighter, stronger
and more efficient.

Our design process and supporting test analysis software means your products are optimised
and sustainable as we can research and offer recycled and carbon neutral materials.

Why not explore how we can develop your ideas and existing products with integrity to
become more efficient but also cleaner to our planet for a Pure future.
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Lighter, Faster, Stronger...Pure



Manufacture
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We can provide you with all the capability, capacity and passion to 
manufacture your components whether it is an initial prototype or 
established parts running into high production.

We have exclusive and approved manufacturing partners in every discipline
of engineering which we project manage every step of the way so you can
rely on the highest quality and on time delivery encompassed in one order
and single point of contact.

All manufacturing through your one single partner.

Metallic components – single prototypes to high volume 
production in any metallic grades of any size.

Composite components – Machining of small to large scale 
composite tooling, patterns, components and laminating of moulds.

Additive Manufacturing – the latest software and technology to 
3D print all polymers and metallics.

Sheet Metal & Fabrication – single parts to complex full 
assemblies with coded welders and all surface finishes.

Test & Certification – we can achieve your product certifcation to 
comply with all the appropriate standards and compliances.

Inspection – ISO9001, AS9100 and other sector specfic registered 
Quality checks during every stage of your project.

http://purenetworkltd.com
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The most diverse and extensive manufacturing partner in a single source.

Our diverse and extensive manufacturing capacity means we can 
support all of your engineering requirements.

We have spent many decades working with and selecting only the most 
experienced and established engineering companies to support every 
component and innovation.



Manage

Safe hands and piece of mind
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Resources, time and knowledge can be one of the most common constraints
for a successful project delivery, and that is why our clients choose Pure
Network as their engineering partner.

Our inclusive project management service, whether its for a single prototype,  
a complex assembly or a long term contract of high volume production we take care  
of every stage from the initial design through to delivery of the highest quality parts.

We have extensive experience in managing and delivering high profile sectors,  
and invested in the very latest software.

Every stage project management, from the initial design to final delivery.

Working solely as your dedicated Program team or alongside your own 
program department.

Regular comunication with review and status meetings on site or online 
whenever you require.

Fully reported and managed through our latest MRP software.

Multiple manufacturing facilities managed and reported to you through  
the Pure Network single source.

http://purenetworkltd.com


Your complete Pure journey starts here...
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Our Core
Values

Utilising the Pure Network

We recognise each of our clients have different engineering
requirements so utilise Pure Network as your single source
partner in each of our Design, Manufacture and Project
Management services into each of your projects.

Do you have a new innovation and don’t know where  
to start?
Our design knowledge and expertise will bring your idea into reality, 
or we can work alongside your design team to optimise the 
development. We have exclusive and approved Pure Partners in 
every discipline of engineering so you can rely on the highest 
quality and on time delivery encompassed in one order and 
single point of contact.

Are you looking for an extension to your 
procurement team?
Maybe you need to add more resource to work alongside your 
own procurement department or let us take full ownership and 
source your project on your behalf.

Do you want to Streamline your supply chain?
Register Pure Network as your engineering partner and place one 
order, with one point of contact for access to a multitude of approved 
engineering facilities and capability.

Do you want to save time and resources for your project?
Allow us to manage the complete project for you as your own Program
team, or we can work and comunicate with your program managers and
design engineers to ensure a smooth project is delivered on time.
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PassionInnovation

IntegrityCommunication

Sustainable Partnership

http://purenetworkltd.com


Pure Approved Partners
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Through our many collaborated years of experience we are 
fortunate to have worked with some of best engineering 
companies in the UK and Europe.

We only strive to work collaboratively with exclusively selected  
Pure Partners that share the same culture and beliefs as our own.

The onboarding process is critical to ensure the correct calibre of  
Pure Partners satisfy the technology and capability of our clients needs.

Technical and Quality Capabilities

Operational Excellence

Planning and Scheduling

Communication capabilities

Certifications and approvals

Pure Partners are audited using a Balanced Scorecard. Each section
carries a weighted score which culminates in the Pure Partner being
awarded a Gold, Silver or Bronze status. These criteria are supported by
various KPI’s to ensure standards are adhered to:
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